4 Button Digital Watch

SETTING NORMAL TIME
- In normal time mode, Hold L2 for 2 seconds to alarm time set mode, then L2 again to normal time set mode, the second digits begin flashing.
- Press R2 to advance the hour.
- Press R1 to switch to the minute digit and advance with R2.
- Press L2 to return to the normal time mode when alarm is set to the desired time.

DAILY ALARM MODE
- In normal time mode, press R2 to display alarm time.
- Hold R2 and press R1 to select alarm symbol “*” (alarm will sound everyday at pre-set time) and chime symbol “*” (chime will sound every hour on the hour) alternatively on or off.

STOPWATCH MODE
- In normal time mode, press L2 to display the stopwatch mode.
- Press R1 to start, then press R1 again to stop.
- Press R2 to return to zero.

ILLUMINATING THE DISPLAY
- In normal time mode, press and hold the R1 or M1 button (when available) to turn on the dial light.

DISPLAYING THE DATE
- While in the Normal Time Mode, press R1 to display the Month/Date display.
- Hold R1 and R2 to alternate the Month/Date and Date/Month (when available).

12/24 HOURS FORMAT
- In normal time mode, press R2 to display alarm time.
- Hold R2 and press L2 to select 12 or 24 hour format.
- The “PM” or “AM” symbol on the displat means both normal time and alarm time are in 12 hour format. Otherwise, they are in 24 hour format.

SETTING THE ALARM
- In normal time mode, press and hold L2 first to stopwatch mode and hold 2 seconds to alarm time set mode; the hour digit begins flashing.
- Press R2 to advance the hour.
- Press R1 to switch to the minute digit and advance with R2.
- Press L2 to return to the normal time mode when alarm is set to the desired time.

12/24 HOURS FORMAT
- In normal time mode, press R2 to display alarm time.
- Hold R2 and press L2 to select 12 or 24 hour format.
- The “PM” or “AM” symbol on the displat means both normal time and alarm time are in 12 hour format. Otherwise, they are in 24 hour format.

BUTTON LAYOUT
- This watch is a generic representation of a 4-Button Digital watch. Some models may or may not include Light Button M1.

ILLUMINATING THE DISPLAY
- In normal time mode, press and hold the R1 or M1 button (when available) to turn on the dial light.

DISPLAYING THE DATE
- While in the Normal Time Mode, press R1 to display the Month/Date display.
- Hold R1 and R2 to alternate the Month/Date and Date/Month (when available).

12/24 HOURS FORMAT
- In normal time mode, press R2 to display alarm time.
- Hold R2 and press L2 to select 12 or 24 hour format.
- The “PM” or “AM” symbol on the displat means both normal time and alarm time are in 12 hour format. Otherwise, they are in 24 hour format.

SETTING THE ALARM
- In normal time mode, press and hold L2 first to stopwatch mode and hold 2 seconds to alarm time set mode; the hour digit begins flashing.
- Press R2 to advance the hour.
- Press R1 to switch to the minute digit and advance with R2.
- Press L2 to return to the normal time mode when alarm is set to the desired time.

DAILY ALARM MODE
- In normal time mode, press R2 to display alarm time.
- Hold R2 and press R1 to select alarm symbol “*” (alarm will sound everyday at pre-set time) and chime symbol “*” (chime will sound every hour on the hour) alternatively on or off.

STOPWATCH MODE
- In normal time mode, press L2 to display the stopwatch mode.
- Press R1 to start, then press R1 again to stop.
- Press R2 to return to zero.